In this paper, we propose a shot classification method for action movies. Considering that motion characteristic is very important for semantic movie analysis, and it contains abundant information in action movies, the structure tensor analysis is used for feature extraction due to its capability of representing both spatial and temporal characteristics of a shot. Firstly, the movie shots with known labels are decomposed into a set of overlapped fixed-length segments and their structure tensor histogram are computed. The labels of segments are identical to the shots they belong to. Then Adaboost is used to train the semantic classifier with these structure tensor histogram sets. In testing procedure, the unknown shot are decomposed in the same way, and feature vector of each segment is extracted and classified by the classifier. Finally, the label of the shot is generalized by the segment label voting scheme. Experimental results show that this scheme could effectively deal with multiple motion patterns within shots and promising results are achieved. 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Automatic content based movie understanding and indexing appears as an interesting issue due to the flourishing movie industry and users' need of efficiently browsing the movie database. Like any other video types, movie videos could be represented by hierarchical structure such as key frame, shot, scene, etc. Visual features like color, motion, texture could also be extracted for representing the raw data [1, 2, 3] . Shot identification and classification is the first step of semantic 1 This work was supported in part by National Natural Science video indexing. There has been a lot of research in news videos and sports videos. In Ide et al's work [4] , five types of typical shots in news video are analyzed. Visual ontology like face is detected by template matching. Information from audio and text are utilized. A unified framework for sports video shot classification is proposed by Duan et al [5] . Eight domain irrelevant kinds of shot types are defined. Motion profile is computed from each motion vector field by mean shift clustering. After shot classification, domain knowledge is combined to conclude a semantic label.
Unlike sports video and news video which only combine limited environmental settings and several typical shots, shot types in movie are more diversified over various stories and genres. The semantic vocabulary of movies is open and could not be generalized by a finite set. This characteristic leads to the difficulty of automatic movie modeling and understanding. Currently, the mid-level concept detection for movie analysis is far from robust. Only reliable detection of some concepts has been used for high level semantic fusion and modeling. In Li and Weng's work [1] [2], they use face detection to detect a people, and face or speech recognition techniques to identify roles in the movie. The violence scene is characterized by combining discovery of explosion, blood, and the sound of gun-fire in Nam et al's work [3] . However, these concepts are not enough for mining more information and high level semantic modeling.
Action movie is an important genre that attracts many audiences. It usually contains contents with strong motion that seems more likely to invoke people's attention and emotion [6] . These contents usually include shots with drastic motion such as running and chasing, men fighting, explosion and crash, etc. Identification of them will provide more information for further understanding of action movies.
In this paper, we present a motion based action movie shot classification method. Four kinds of shots are extracted and analyzed with each usually corresponding to distinct camera and local motion pattern. The feature we use is structure tensor histogram, which involves both neighboring pixel difference and all the pixels of the frames within a fixed-length segment, capable of representing the temporal and spatial motion characteristic of specific image sequence.
Even when there are multiple motion semantics in a shot, the corresponding segment in each time stamp has a unique semantic label. Fig.1 is the overview of the proposed shot classification procedure. Either in training or testing step, all movie shots are split into many overlapped fixed length segments in the same way. Then they are converted into gray level images. Spatial-temporal reorganization is conducted, reorganizing the 3D shot volume into horizontal part H and vertical part V, and they are smoothed by a 3*3 low pass Gaussian filter. Structure tensor histogram is computed for each segment, thus a histogram set is formed for each movie shot. In training step, shots with unique semantic labels are split into segments and the corresponding features have the same label as the shot. Adaboost is used to train the classifier using labeled feature of segments. In testing step, the unknown shot are decomposed into segments as well. The classifier will generate a semantic label of the segments. Thus a set of semantic labels are collected for this shot. A fusion scheme is implemented to deduce a unique label for the shot. This scheme is capable of recognizing shots with multiple motion patterns and the effectiveness will be demonstrated by experiment.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the characteristics of four different shots in action movie. Structure tensor feature extraction is introduced in Section 3. Experiment results and discussion are presented in Section 4. We make a brief conclusion in Section 5. and EC respectively. The reason for selecting these classes could be stated from three aspects. Firstly, the dialogue shots could be identified with face and speech detection procedure [1, 2] , so they are not included in this work. Secondly, although the four chosen semantic classes is still not a complete semantic set, it extends the above mentioned mid-level concepts with new elements like running, tracking and panorama. Finally, the motion patterns in these four classes are distinctive while they are quite ambiguous in other shot classes by our observation. Other features and knowledge could be utilized to identify more semantic classes, but this is beyond our consideration here. 
MOTION FEATURE EXTRACTION
Motion analysis has been a popular issue for years since the rise of research in content based multimedia analysis. In Wang's work [7] , a four parameter regression model is used to model the camera motion. An iteration procedure is built up and a frame mask is updated after each recalculation of parameters to discard the macro blocks with most different motion vector from the estimated global camera motion. Local motion is computed after camera motion estimation. However, it is very hard to precisely separate local motion from camera motion, because the regression model is easily biased by outliers, or even deviates in worse situations.
A non-parametric motion feature analysis is conducted by Duan et al [5] , where motion profile is obtained by mean shift clustering on the P-frame motion vector field. Feature vectors are extracted based on motion profile, and the feature of a shot is generated by averaging P-frame feature set. However, there is usually one kind of global motion pattern in sports shots (e.g. Pan or Zoom), while there maybe more than two in action movie shots. Moreover, this scheme could not discover the temporal motion information. It may be vulnerable when processing shots with irregular motions. To overcome the above mentioned disadvantages, structure tensor analysis is used for feature extraction.
Structure Tensor Histogram
The characteristic of spatial-temporal pattern was discussed in detail by Ngo et al [8] . This method treats a video segments as a three dimensional volume considering all frames at a time, where three axes are width, height and frame index. As described in [8] , the volume is decomposed into a set of 2-D temporal slices H(x,t) and V(y,t), where each is defined by plane (x, t) and (y, t) for horizontal and vertical slices, respectively. Pixel located in H is written as H(x,t)| y=i , and similarly as V(y,t)| x=j in V. Take H as an example, the local structure of a slice H| y=i is consequently represented by tensor as: 
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Here G is the Gaussian smoothing kernel and w is the 3*3 support window centered at each pixel in a slice. The rotation angle indicates the direction of gray level change in support window w. It could be written as:
We have local orientation of the local structure w:
A certainty measure c is computed as:
After figuring out and c, the structure tensor histogram could be represented by:
where is a nonuniformly quantized bin. The number of bins is 9 in our experiment, and the boundaries are set by 5-folds cross validation: .For V slices, the same computing procedure is conducted.
Feature Computation of Segments
We can easily find that the computation of each structure tensor histogram ( , and 16 th frame are regrouped to form another 5-frame sample set. This procedure repeats until the end of the shot. For each shot, the number of segments is: Num_Seg = ceil ( ( shotend -shotbeg ) / 3 ) -3 (6) Here shotend and shotbeg represents the frame index of the end and the beginning of the shot. After computing the structure tensor histogram for each segment, feature normalization is operated as:
M( i ) = M( i ) / SUM ( M( i ) ), i = 1,…18. M( 19 ) = log( SUM ( M( i ) ) ) (7)
The reason for using log for computing M(19) is that it will not change the monotony property of SUM ( M( i ) ), and the magnitude could be reduced since the value is very large. Therefore, a 19 dimensional feature vector is computed by Eq. (7) for representing a segment within a shot.
The Voting Scheme
In testing procedure, we use the result of segments voting to identify the unknown shot. The scheme could be formulated as: shot_idx = arg i max ( S(i) ). Here S is a histogram with four bins corresponding to the four classes. It identifies the shot by the label with the most segments classified as.
EXPERIMENT

Data Collection and Manual Annotation
In this paper, five action movies have been collected for shot classification experiment, which are: The Matrix, The Matrix Reloaded, Kill Bill I, X-Men III, and Minority Report. Though slightly different in resolution, the width and height are not adjusted for it may bring about distortion of objects in a frame. We choose the shots from all the 5 movies, with their shot boundary precisely manually marked.
There are a few shots with more than two semantic labels. We label them with the dominant in the shot. For other shots with disambiguity, we assign them with a unique semantic label. All the segments belonging to a shot is assigned with the same label. Programs are run on Intel Core2 desktop with 1.86GHZ CPU speed, and 1G Memory. Processing speed is about 2 segs/sec. 
Experiment on segment identification
All of the 559 shots are equally split into 5 subsets. Four are used for training and one for testing each time, and we choose different testing subset 5 times. It must be emphasized that the training elements are structure tensor histograms of segments, while shot means a collection of its own segments. After feature extraction, we format the data into weka [9] arff file, and use Adaboost [10] for training and classification. The weak classifier is J48 decision trees. Iteration times in Adaboost are set to 30. Table 2 shows the result of segments identification. Table 3 is statistical  measurement of Table 2 , where Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F) are evaluated.
Experimental result in Table 3 shows that the Recall of EC is lower than other classes. The reason may lie in the motion complexity of explosion and crash. The texture of flame is rather blurry. However, the result could be improved by employing other features like color features. The result of PAN is the best of all because shots of PAN usually contain slight camera motion and local motion. Thus PAN is well separated from others. 
Semantic fusion for shot Label generation
Evaluation on shot label generation is conducted, equally splitting dataset the same way as in 4.2. The predicted labels of segments are used for semantic fusion. Besides our voting scheme, frame feature averaging scheme [5] is used for comparison. Table 4 and 5 shows the result of voting schemes and feature averaging. Table 6 is statistical measurements. The result shows the advantage of our scheme. However, when the number of segments in a shot is very small, say, 1 or 2, the result is heavily influenced by the error of segment classifier. Though such shots are minority, this problem is very challenging.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method to solve the problem of shot classification for action movies. Structure Tensor Histograms feature is extracted and Adaboost is used for generating semantic classifier by training using features of segments rather than shots. Experiments on both segment identification and shot label generation are conducted. Comparison between voting fusion and feature averaging is made. Our method provides promising result of shot classification for action movies. In future work, more kinds of shots will be collected. More semantic classes as well as their correlations will be considered. Meanwhile, we will be dedicated to improving the shot classification algorithm by better modeling of feature space and semantic space.
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